GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR ENTERING SHOWS

Full Details of exhibiting at GCCF Shows are given in the GCCF Rules Section 4, available on the GCCF website under “About GCCF” and “Forms and Downloads” at www.gccfcats.org or can be purchased for a small charge post free by telephoning the GCCF Office. The Following provides some additional explanation.

Where possible, always complete your show entry form using details from your GCCF Registration Certificate for the cat that is to be exhibited. Please print the details carefully to avoid any misinterpretation of your handwriting. If the Registration Certificate you have does not show your name and address this means that the cat is not registered in your name and you must transfer the cat into your name no later than **10 days** before the show. Transfer can be done instantly using GCCF “Online Services” at www.gccfcats.org.

If you have not received your Registration Certificate at the time of entry, complete the show entry form with the details from the pedigree, giving the first choice of name if it is a non-prefix registration, and put RAF (Registration Applied For) or TAF (Transfer Applied For), or both, in the Regd. No. box. It is wise to enclose a stamped self-addressed acknowledgement postcard with all registration and transfer applications, particularly for cats entered for shows, so that you know that the application has been received by the GCCF.

It is recommended that you keep a copy of your entry form – then, when you receive registration details and number, check these against the entry form and notify the Show Manager in writing of any differences in the details as well as giving the registration number, if applicable. This may not be in time for the printing of the show catalogue, but the Show Manager should attach your letter to your entry form which will save unnecessary notification of discrepancies when that show is checked. All catalogue errors are checked against the original entry form and any exhibitors’ letters are used for reference. Show managements are permitted to accept corrections, at their own discretion, up to the close of the show (on show day). Any such correction must not be an addition or substitution of any exhibit for which proof of entry cannot be validated, or a change of exhibitor/owner.

If you are entering several cats from your household and the registered owners (exhibitors) differ within that household/family, check with the Show Manager whether using one entry form is acceptable or not and, if it is, indicate very clearly which exhibitor owns which cat, ensuring all owners sign the entry form. It may be less confusing and more acceptable to the Show Manager for each owner to use separate entry form, but joint owners of an exhibit should always use the same form and **at least one of the owners has signed the declaration.**

Exhibitors are reminded that the decisions of the judges are final. Any attempt to influence such decisions, or to identify a cat or ownership of a cat to a judge at a show before that judge’s engagement has been completed, may render the offender liable to disciplinary action.

**IF THERE IS A MISTAKE ON YOUR ENTRY– WHAT TO EXPECT**

**Minor Errors**

Should a small error be made these will be resolved between Exhibitor, Show manager and/or GCCF. Persistent repetition may result in further action being taken.

**Incorrect Date of Birth**

This is usually classed as a minor error unless it affects an entry into classes based on age groups, when it could warrant disqualification of the exhibit from such classes; but if the incorrect date of birth affects the age suitability as a whole, then the exhibit will be disqualified from the show.

**N.B. AGE LIMITS:**

- Kittens – not less than 14 weeks and under 9 calendar months on date of show
- Adults – not less than 9 calendar months on date of show
IF THERE IS A MISTAKE ON YOUR ENTRY– WHAT TO EXPECT continued

Incorrect Name of Exhibit/Owner
If registration/transfer details were obviously available at the time of entry or before the date of the show, disqualification is inevitable. The following discrepancies are those which usually arise:

EXHIBIT  Totally incorrect name.
OWNER/EXHIBITOR  } Declaration not signed by at least one of the registered owner(s)

N.B. The exhibitor(s) must be the registered owner(s) of the cat and not necessarily the person who actually takes the cat to the show.

Registration/Transfer Not Received by the GCCF **10 Days before the Date of the Show
These entries will be disqualified. Remember, the effective date of all registrations and transfers is the first date of valid receipt by the GCCF.

Transfer of Exhibit from Exhibitor to a New Owner Received by the GCCF More Than **10 Days before the Date of the Show
Entries such as these will also be disqualified as the exhibitor’s entry form becomes invalid.

Incorrect or Ineligibility of Class Entry
These will be disqualified from the class concerned – so always check with the Show Manager if in doubt about which class to enter.

If a breed number is changed officially, it is important that you notify the Show Manager immediately.

Exhibits entered in the Grand, Imperial Grand or Olympian class must have qualified on or before the published closing date of the show which will include any extension published on the GCCF Website (amended 21.10.2015) and the title must have been claimed in writing by that date. Exhibitors who enter Grand, Imperial Grand or Olympian classes without claiming the title will be reminded once, but if the title remains unclaimed the cat will be disqualified from this class at subsequent shows.

Cats Registered on the Reference Register
Most cats registered on this Reference Register (CSREF) are not eligible to be shown and, therefore, these entries could be disqualified. One exception to this is when a new breed becomes recognised, and then cats of the breed may be shown, even if they were originally registered on the Reference Register as long as this was the only reason for the Reference registration.

Exhibitors may appeal against any disqualification resulting from show checking, giving their reasons. The appeal will be referred to the GCCF Board if considered valid and, if not, a letter of explanation will be sent to the exhibitor(s). The above advice, however, is aimed at keeping your show entries trouble-free.